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I recently replaced my wallet. After over a dozen years of excellent if unremarkable service, it finally became so worn, creased, and marked that I was uncomfortable pulling it out in public.

No object has been as consistent as my wallet. It was my most constant companion, carried more often than any other item I own. Even my keys get left behind on occasion, but to go out in public without a wallet makes me feel naked.

My wallet has always contained a private collection of intimate items. I’m long past the time when I carried a condom in my wallet, as young men did back then. But even now I would not hand over my wallet for casual inspection. Pictures, notes, receipts, cards—all these seem too intimate to share. And money is still such a personal subject, rarely discussed even among friends; the cash and credit cards I carry are privileged information. Losing my wallet would be a catastrophe far beyond the inconvenience of losing money or the need to make a dozen phone calls to cancel accounts.

My fine old wallet was a gift, an item too extravagant to buy for myself. It came from the Connolly Leather shop in London, and it reminded me of that particular trip to England and the wonderful experience of visiting the store. Every time I pulled it out these associations came to mind.

I chose it for its simple elegance. The surface is black and free from ornament, with only a simple mark identifying Connolly Leather. The design is bifold, with only a few interior partitions to keep it thin: a single pocket for paper money, three partial pockets on the left for credit cards, a plastic window on the right to reveal my driver’s license for quick access. I dislike carrying a fat wallet, so I prefer the wallet itself to be as thin as possible. It folds and unfolds easily and the surface is a delight to touch. The constant handling made the wallet grow softer and more supple with age.

And this calls forth a challenge for designers in all fields. Can you design an object that gets better with age? We register no surprise when an item we have bought—from a pair of socks to a new car—falls apart or breaks down. Socks rip, cars fail, and we eventually throw them away. Things decay; this is the way of things. Even a simple scratch in a car can diminish our pleasure in it.

However, a very few things in our lives actually get better with age, like my wallet. Leather, wood, and some metals gain a marvelous patina as they are carried, handled, used, and “broken in.” Scratches can give an object character rather than detract from its perfection.

How can we use this as a lesson for design? How can we make objects that people grow to love enough to write an obituary about? 🕵️‍♂️